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E(5)
Essentials for Effective Children’s Ministry

(1)

E

ffectiveness Gauge

Q. How do you gauge the effectiveness of a
children’s ministry worker?

A. By the Response of the kids when they
see that worker the next time in church.

Elaboration
If the child is excited when they see the
Children’s worker the following week, the
children’s worker is doing a good job.
If the child avoids the children’s worker,
there is likely to be a problem with the
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children’s worker. It is possible for
children that need disciplinary action
will avoid the worker, however this would
be the exception and not the rule,
Ruler, Or Measuring Stick for Success.
The ruler or measuring stick for an
effective children’s worker has “much” to
do with how the child responds to them
both in the classroom and outside the
classroom in areas such as the halls,
narthex, foyer, etc. WATCH FOR IT

(2)

E

lements of top Importance

The two most important elements in children’s
ministry is simple:

1. Having Fun
2. Learning About God

Elaboration
#1 & #2 in this order. If the child is having
fun, they will want to come back to
church the next week, The Week After, and
so forth. If the child likes coming to
church, then Learning about God will
happen, especially if there is repetitive
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learning taking place. The more the child
comes back to church, the more
opportunity is created for the Holy
Spirit to work on the child’s life.
If the child is having fun at church, their
barriers and walls will be lowered,
thus making them absorbent to the
teacher, their anointing, and the things
of God.

(3)

E

xcellence in All Things

This is children’s ministry, so we don’t have to
do things with the same excellence as the
adult service on Sunday morning. WRONG, this
is children’s ministry we should have the same
excellence as the adult service On Sunday
morning.

Elaboration
Young people are not the next
generation of the church; they are the
now generation of the church. Make them
a priority now and you won. The bible is
full of children who played a major role
in the shifting a nation, the chorological
unfolding of the bible, and the execution
3
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of ministry. A few children for example
are the boy David, the boy Samuel, the boy
Jesus in the temple, the Little girl who
challenged Peter, the children in Jesus’
arms, and Jesus telling Peter to feed my
“lambs”.
Children or the lambs have a voice, let
them speak and learn their culture.
don’t silence the lambs. This does not mean
we should let kids or anyone for that
matter (especially adult volunteers) do
jobs (Especially up front and stage jobs)
“just because we want to give them an
opportunity, they want it, OR WE FEEL BAD”.
We need to put our best foot forward and
create outlets for kids and adult
volunteers to grow.
If someone is not technical they should
not be working sound (that is not a
place to plug someone just to give them
opportunity), if they cannot communicate
effectively on the microphone, they
should not have it. Example, Jesus was an
excellent communicator. He set Himself up
on the edge of the boat by the water and
in strategic coves, valleys, or mountains
to speak from “because of the
amplification” of His sound. If you have a
microphone, “USE IT” EVEN IN A SMALL CLASS
AND “LEARN” HOW TO USE IT. These are just
examples, but is is true in everything.
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You want to give “revolving”
opportunities with homework or self
training assignments to Adults and kids in
training but do not give them permanent
positions because you feel bad or they
want it. Groom them them gradually for
excellence before you anoint or knight
them for constant A positon. GROOMING
COMES BEFORE BOOMING. GROOM BEFORE YOU
BOOM!

(4)

E

ngagement of Younger Gen

A children’s ministry should have a rich
resource of teen and young adult ON STAGE
workers working along side the parenting and
grand parenting generations. Have Youth AND
Young ADULTs LEAD ON THE S TAGE While THE
OLDER Generations GUIDE.

Elaboration
Young people want to be old, but not that
old and old people want to be young but
not that young. We need to bridge the gap.
Disney and Nickelodeon are the most
successful captivators of children in the
history of the world. Watch who is
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running the “face” of their shows, those
who are the face of the show are not the
producers, editors, or executives running
the show behind the scenes.
Do we need parents and grandparents?
ABSOLUTLY. ONE OF THE GREATEST MENTORS
AND FRIENDS MY 8-YEAR-OLD HAS IS AN
IRREPLACEABLE grandma, that is Great WHO
PUTS “HER” ON STAGE. We need the Older
Gens maturity, Consistency, guidance,
excellence, and dedication, but most
importantly we need them to “EQUIP”
young people to do the work of the
ministry along side of them.
There is a balance. The respect an 8-yearold shows a grandma and the respect a
grandma demands out of the 8-year-old is
priceless and we cannot go without it
because it is “formative” for our children.
At the same time, the 8-year-old is looking
to the 16-year-old and 22-year-old, who is
in school and not so far off fRom them,
for the answers in life they are needing
now.
We need the older generation to mentor
the younger generation and keep them
from disqualifying themselves from
ministry. Jesus called us to be fishers of
men (mankind) or in the case fishers of
children. We Need Kid Attractive Bait.
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Walter

Disney

did not

Star in His Own Shows.
But every parent knows
him. Be relevant to the
kids and earn the trust
of parents.
The bible speaks of the hearts of the
children being turned towards the
fathers and the hearts of the fathers
being turned towards the children. WE
NEED ALL GENS INOLVED IN CHILDREN’S
MINISTRY AND IN THE RIGHT POSITIONS.

(5)

E

levation Instantly

When `a `church `moves` into `a` new building In A
Younger Community they `will` increase `in
their `children’s `attendance `traffic`
“instantly”.
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Elaboration
For the sake of this document, I will leave
church names out however numerous of
the largest, most affluent, and
influential churches in America have
children’s ministry attendance ranges
between 17% to 24% of the adult attendance
on Sunday morning.
At any given time 17% to 24% of the total
weekend attendance can be found in the
children’s wing. That includes both
children and workers.
Younger communities with new home
developments are at the 24% mark. Those in
older areas of a CITY with empty
nesters, where most of the children have
moved out of the house and now are in
college or starting their own families are
at 17%. Location, Location, Location will
determine traffic increase but bench
mark is 17%-25%. 17% is for older areas of the
city and 24% for areas with newer family
developments. A church will increase
children’s attendance traffic
“drastically” by location alone. If we
cannot execute on keeping the children
by doing the ABOVE, the children and
their family will run through our hands
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like water without a bucket. Traffic and
attendance IS not the same. Attendance
and membership is not the same.
Membership and leadership is not the
same. Leadership and pastoral leadership
is not the same. Pastoral leadership
and apostolic leadership is not the same.
One progresses to the next. It starts
with

“Capturing the Traffic”
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POP & culture
QUIZ
WHAT 4* UNIQUE FONTS
WERE USED ON THIS
DOCUMENT?

ANSWER
THE SAME COMPANIES (SEE BELOW) A CHILDREN’S WORKER NEEDS TO
BE STUDYING AND VISITING ALONG WITH THE BIBLE AND MINISTRIES
MORE ADVANCED THEN THEIR OWN IN ORDER TO BE RELEVANT
FISHERS OF CHILDREN, UNDERSTANDING CHILD CULTURE, SPEAKING
THEIR LANGUAGE, AND GROW IN MINISTRY. IF ALL A CHILDREN’S
WORKER OR PASTOR HAS ARE CHILDREN’S MINSTRY MAGAZINGS, VBS
CATOLOGES, AND DVDS FROM THE LOCAL CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE THEY
NEED TO EXPAND THEIR SUBSCRIPTIONS AND LIBRARY.
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